MEET

Making the availability
of meeting rooms
visible

Increasing the efficiency
of meeting rooms

ROOM BOOKING

Searching for a room, unnecessary empty rooms, interruptions during a meeting and dual bookings often occur in everyday practice. GoBright Room Booking effectively helps you to solve these challenges and ensures optimal use of all your
meeting rooms.

Expand your room booking solution
with these powerful additions

ADDITIONS

Catering & Services

Book catering and other services within the same platform
With GoBright Catering & Services is it possible to book all peripheral needs before,
during and after the meeting within the same platform as Room Booking. So, you no
longer have to work with different software systems. For example, if the time or date
of a meeting changes, the catering & services order will also change automatically.
This prevents making mistakes.

Control

View the remaining time of the meeting and control the presentation display

NFC

Our unique features

Wayfinding

Outlook plugin

Analysis data (e.g. occupation, no-shows)

Searching and booking rooms, arranging catering
& services and send visitor pre-registration via the
easy-to-use GoBright Outlook plugin

In the portal you will find various reservations, time
line, no-show and occupancy overviews.

Mobile application
Directly book a room
anytime and anywhere

Various integrations

Full cloud solution

Exchange, Outlook, Office
365, Google, Active Directory
and FMIS-systems integration
possible

One platform for all GoBright
solutions. On-premise installation also available!

Visit www.gobright.com/meet for more features

Time flies, even during meetings. Suddenly the next users are in the meeting room
to start using it. Recognisable? GoBright Control shows at a glance how long the
meeting room has been booked for you, so that you can finish the meeting on time or
extend your reservation. GoBright Control also gives you the opportunity to control
some basic functions of the room’s presentation display.

Show first coming meetings and visitors the shortest way to the rooms
GoBright Wayfinding shows the actual occupation of all rooms in one overview. It
also visualises in which direction the meeting rooms are located and which upcoming meetings are planned. So customers, guests and, visitors quickly find their way
throughout the building.

Detection

Use detection for more reliable analysis data to realise most efficient use of all rooms
With GoBright Room Detection a smart sensor detects movements. When someone
uses a room without having it booked, the occupancy will be nevertheless measured.
This also happens if someone leaves the room without checking out. This is making
the registration more accurate and the analysis data more reliable. So facility management is able to make the right interpretations of the use of assets.

Three smart concepts
One user-friendly platform
More and more organisations are accepting new
styles of working and this is changing the function
of offices. Employees want to work together and
meet guests instead of only just coming to work.
But creating more meeting rooms and fewer
workplaces is not enough. Day-to-day reality is:
searches for a room or workplace, disruptions
during a meeting or while working, untraceable
colleagues and visitors who have to wait at the
reception. This ensures reduced productivity.
Today employees want to organise a meeting independently, reserve a room or workplace directly
and send invitations easily. They want the optimal
availability of flexible workplaces and dislike claiming desks. Their guests don’t have to wait too long
and must be at their destination quickly.

OUR VISION

GoBright meets these needs. We are creating
availability and support employees with three
accessible concepts for Meet, Work and Visit
Management. So that they are able to do their
work smartly, pleasantly and efficiently. We are
giving organisations the opportunity to develop
new ways of working and save costs and energy.
Because, if employees can create availability very
easily, they will use these solutions automatically.
Technology makes it possible,
GoBright makes it available

Also meet our work & visit concept
Work

Making the availability
of flexible workspaces visible

All information on www.gobright.com

Visit

Easy and GDPR-proof digital
self-registration by visitors

